All-optical generation of magnetization with arbitrary three-dimensional orientations.
In this Letter, all-optical generation of magnetization with arbitrary three-dimensional (3D) orientations is numerically demonstrated through the inverse Faraday effect (IFE) by using a reversing calculation method. The IFE-induced magnetization with an expected 3D orientation is initially conceived by coherently configuring two orthogonally arranged electric dipoles with a phase difference of π/2 in the focal region of a to-be-determined incident light field. Based on the dipole antenna theory, this required incident light field can be deduced analytically according to the orientations of the electric dipoles. By utilizing this field as illumination and reversing the field propagation, magnetization with the expected orientation can be obtained in the focal region through the IFE. Moreover, this method showcases a high magnetization orientation purity (greater than 93%) within the focal volume defined by the full width at half maximum when the numerical aperture of the focal lens is 0.95. This result demonstrates extended flexibility of magnetization manipulations in an all-optical fashion and possesses great potential in spintronics and all-optical magnetic recording.